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Abstract

Comparative genomic analysis of important signaling pathways in Caenorhabditis briggsae and Caenorhabditis elegans reveals both
conserved features and also differences. To build a framework to address the significance of these features we determined the C. briggsae
embryonic cell lineage, using the tools StarryNite and AceTree. We traced both cell divisions and cell positions for all cells through all but the last
round of cell division and for selected cells through the final round. We found the lineage to be remarkably similar to that of C. elegans. Not only
did the founder cells give rise to similar numbers of progeny, the relative cell division timing and positions were largely maintained. These lineage
similarities appear to give rise to similar cell fates as judged both by the positions of lineally equivalent cells and by the patterns of cell deaths in
both species. However, some reproducible differences were seen, e.g., the P4 cell cycle length is more than 40% longer in C. briggsae than that in
C. elegans (pb0.01). The extensive conservation of embryonic development between such divergent species suggests that substantial evolutionary
distance between these two species has not altered these early developmental cellular events, although the developmental defects of transpecies
hybrids suggest that the details of the underlying molecular pathways have diverged sufficiently so as to not be interchangeable.
Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Introduction

The deterministic embryonic development inCaenorhabditis
elegans occurs through a complex interplay of lineally inherited
factors and cell interactions to create rapidly a series of founder
cells that in turn undergo a fixed series of divisions to produce
the 558 cells of the embryo (Sulston et al., 1983; Lin et al., 1995;
Hutter and Schnabel, 1994). Contrary to early views, this
developmental paradigm is not shared across the nematode
phylum. Recent studies have uncovered the distantly related
fresh water nematode Tobrilus diversipapillatus (clade II) that
despite its similarity in mature body plan to other nematodes
undergoes an initial series of proliferative divisions to create a
layer of undifferentiated cells surrounding a large blastocoel.
Development then proceeds with gastrulation initiated at the
future mouth by the ingression of gut cell precursors (Schieren-
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berg, 2005). The similarity of this development to the ‘classical’
type, which is widely distributed in the animal kingdom (Arendt,
2004), has led to the conjecture that C. elegans development
represents a highly derived state, perhaps to accommodate its
extremely rapid development. Variation in embryogenesis is also
apparent in studies of other nematodes more closely related toC.
elegans, a member of clade V. For example, founder cells in A.
nanus (clade IV) can regulate their fate in a hierarchical manner
after cell ablation (Wiegner and Schierenberg, 1999). In the
more closely related Pellioditis marina (clade V) early divisions
appear identical to those in C. elegans but by following the
lineage until cells had taken up their final anatomical positions,
investigators could detect differences in later divisions and cell
fate (Houthoofd et al., 2003). Overall the lineage homology with
C. elegans is high (about 95%), but fate homology was lower
(about 75%). Partial lineage information for the more distantly
related Halicephalobus sp. (clade IV) reveals a substantially
different lineage (about 75%) and fate (about 57%) homologies.
This broadening analysis of developmental patterns across the
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nematode phylum begins to provide insight into the evolutionary
progression that gave rise to the C. elegans pattern.

Caenorhabditis briggsae is one of three nematode species
most closely related to C. elegans and is increasingly the subject
of detailed comparative analyses with C. elegans. Although the
two species have similar larval and adult morphology,
interspecific hybrids exhibit a variety of early embryonic
defects (Baird and Yen, 2000) and their genomes are highly
divergent. The two species shared a most recent common
ancestor 60–110 million years ago using a molecular clock
based on the arthropod–nematode split (Coghlan and Wolfe,
2002), and the average nucleotide divergence rate is estimated
to be 1.8 synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (Stein
et al., 2003). For comparison, the most recent common ancestor
of mice and humans lived about 60 million years ago and the
average substitution rate per site is 0.6 (Waterston et al., 2002).
Although synteny is strongly conserved between C. elegans and
C. briggsae, hundreds of chromosomal rearrangements are
found between the two species and there has been substantial
expansion and contraction of gene families (Hillier et al., 2007;
Thomas, 2006). For example, the FTR (Fog Two Related) gene
family has about 30 members in both species, but phylogenetic
analysis suggests that each family is the result of species-
specific expansions (Nayak et al., 2005). The C. elegans FTR
family includes the gene fog-2, which is a recently derived gene
critical for sperm production in hermaphrodites. This is
consistent with the hypothesis that the self-fertilizing mode of
reproduction shown by both species in fact was derived
independently in each lineage (Kiontke et al., 2004).

Genes involved in early developmental pathways also show
some differences between the two species. For example,
whereas C. elegans has two Notch receptors, lin-12 and glp-1,
Rudel and Kimble (2001, 2002) found that C. briggsae has at
least two lin-12 related genes, although maintaining only a single
glp-1 gene. RNAi experiments in C. briggsae suggested that the
genes have related but distinct functions in germline develop-
ment, embryogenesis and larval development in the two species.

Recently, we have developed methods that greatly facilitate
the determination of the embryonic cell lineage in C. elegans
(Bao et al., 2006; Boyle et al., 2006). Knowledge of the lineage,
combined with the draft genome sequence for C. briggsae,
could couple altered developmental events with molecular
changes. With these motives in mind, we created a strain that
enabled us to use our methods with adaptations to determine the
cell lineage and cell migrations of C. briggsae embryo. The
results shed light on the recent evolution of the highly evolved
development cycle of Rhabditid nematodes.

Materials and methods

Strain construction

In order to trace the C. briggsae embryonic cell lineage using StarryNite
(Bao et al., 2006) and AceTree (Boyle et al., 2006), a strain that ubiquitously
expresses nuclear localized green fluorescence protein (GFP) in soma after the
30-cell stage was constructed. Awild type C. briggsae strain AF16 was obtained
from C. elegans Genetic Center (CGC). A HIS-72::GFP fusion driven by his-72
native promoter (Bao et al., 2006) was introduced into AF16 by ballistic
bombardment (Praitis et al., 2001) using GFP as a selection marker. About 105

worms synchronized in young adult stage were bombarded and split into 12
extra large (150 mm in diameters) peptone plates. After 3 days at room
temperature, the food on the plates was exhausted and arrested larvae that
ubiquitously express GFP were picked. A strain that ubiquitously expressed
GFP after two successive generations was established. The resulting strain,
designated RHW10040, was backcrossed into AF16 three times. All the C.
briggsae strains were maintained at room temperature in the same way as that
for C. elegans.

4D microscopy and lineaging

A Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope was used to collect image series as
previously described (Murray et al., 2006) with modifications. A second channel
was introduced by adding another track to collect both GFP and differential
interference contrast (DIC) images simultaneously. A line step 4 and scanning
speed 6 were used throughout the imaging process. Images were collected every
minute at 31 focal planes up to 400min from first cell division at 20 °C.Only image
stacks from the embryos that hatched normally were used for subsequent analysis.

The image stacks were processed and analyzed as described (Murray et al.,
2006). AceTree (Boyle et al., 2006) was used to visualize the image stacks and
edit the potential errors made by StarryNite. The RHW10040 embryos do not
show GFP expression in somatic tissue until around 28-cell stage. The somatic
cell lineage was manually traced to that stage using DIC image and followed up
by StarryNite output. The strain also shows no germline expression, so the
germline precursor P4 and its progeny, Z2 and Z3, were manually traced up to
350-cell stage. Given the similarity of cell division patterns between C. elegans
and C. briggsae, a similar cell naming scheme was adopted (Bao et al., 2006)
with one change. The naming rule for Cpp was changed to i0ya. It was also
corrected in the AceTree (Boyle et al., 2006) for naming C. elegans cells. Cell
identity after 350-cell stage in a few cases may not be consistent with what has
been reported previously (Sulston et al., 1983) because StarryNite uses the
orientation of the daughter nuclei to define orientation of cell division rather than
the orientation of the spindle pole (Sulston et al., 1983). Any differences between
the two methods after the 350-cell stage have not yet been resolved. In addition,
in certain lineages, we observed reproducible asymmetries in the timing of
divisions of certain daughter cells inC. elegans (Bao et al., unpublished data) that
are not apparent in the lineage diagrams of Sulston et al. (1983). For example, the
Cxpa divisions are reproducibly delayed compared to those of Cxpp.

Identification of programmed cell death

The cells undergoing programmed cell death change their morphology and
light refractivity in the same ways in C. briggsae as in C. elegans. Typically, a
raised-button-like appearance can be observed in those cells undergoing
apoptosis in living animals using DIC (Robertson and Thomson, 1982). In
addition, these cells are distinguishable in the GFP channel by their brighter,
denser and smaller nuclei. Detection of the cell death relied on both the DIC and
GFP images characteristic of dying cells. Death timings were assigned as close
as possible to the last discernible time point of the dying cell. Two methods are
used to identify a dying cell. First, given the conservation of cell lineage up to
350-cell stage, identities of cells known to die in C. elegans were used to
examine the fate of its equivalents in C. briggsae. Lineage of these cells was
followed up to the time point at which the characteristics of a dying cell were
observed using both GFP and DIC images. Because of the density of nuclei after
the last round of embryonic cell divisions, many of cells, especially some
progeny of AB or MS, could not be traced reliably to the point they die. Second,
starting from a DIC or GFP image of a late staged embryo, the cells with typical
phenotypes of a dying cell were manually traced backward to the stages where
reliable cell lineage was established. Thus, the identity of the dying cell was
assigned. The whole process was repeated in at least two independent series
where the identity of a dying cell agreed with one another.

Cell migrations

Embryonic cells undergo substantial migrations during embryogenesis.
AceTree enables the ready observation of cell movements using a three-
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dimensional (3D) space-filling method (Boyle et al., 2006). The individual
nuclei and cell divisions can be followed over time in the 3D movie. In addition,
cell groups from a common ancestor can be differentially colored so that they
can be compared for many features such as bilateral symmetry, migration
directions and distances. For movie making, a single frame from each time point
was saved as a JPEG file and resulting frames were used to produce movie using
ImageReady according to supplier's description.

Reliability

In order to achieve high confidence and reproducibility, a total of six
embryonic series were traced to the 200-cell stage and lineage reproducibility
was cross confirmed among all the series to verify the P4 division timing. Three
of the six series were further traced to approximately 350-cell stage at which
time point all of the cell identities can be cross confirmed between the three
series. At this stage, most of the cells had completed the second to last round of
embryonic divisions. Given the gradual degradation of GFP signal through the
depth of embryo, one embryo mounted with opposite orientation in relation to
the remaining two was included for maximization of ratio of signal/background
which is critical for correct assignment of cell identity by StarryNite (Bao et al.,
2006). Lineage tracing in C. briggsae is a de novo process without reference to
that of C. elegans.

Ortholog assignment

Orthology is used to define genes separated from one another by speciation
while paralogy describes those separated by gene duplication events (Fitch,
1970). To identify members of the Notch and Wnt signaling pathways in C.
briggsae and to establish their orthologous and paralogous relationships to the
components of the pathways in C. elegans, we first identified C. elegans
pathway components from the literature and WormBase (160). Using these we
then examined InParanoid and TreeFam databases to find related genes based on
the C. briggsae predicted gene set. For C. elegans genes where the InParanoid
(O'Brien and Sonnhammer, 2005) and TreeFam (Li et al., 2006) gave discordant
results or no ortholog, we carried out tBLASTn searches against C. briggsae
genome using default parameters (E value b10−10 and N40% identity over 50
amino acids). When tBLASTn revealed potential coding segments not part of an
existing gene model, the region was used for ab initio gene prediction with
FGENESH (Salamov and Solovyev, 2000). The resulting sequences were used
for multiple alignments using ClustalW (Higgins and Sharp, 1988) and
construction of maximum likelihood (ML) tree using Phyml (Guindon and
Gascuel, 2003) as described (Zhao et al., 2007). A C. briggsae gene is deemed
as a C. elegans ortholog when the two form a unique cluster on an ML tree.

In several cases inspection of the available data led us to investigate possible
gene prediction or sequencing/assembly errors. For lin-12, we found evidence
for three copies in the whole genome shotgun assembly (CB25), all on
supercontig cb25.fpc0201, with two lin-12-like genes (CBG06826 and
CBG06829) present in inverted orientation between 175 kb and 200 kb and a
third copy (CBG06951) at the end of the supercontig (700–705 kb) but none of
the predicted genes matched the sequence of the lin-12.1 cDNA or its related
genomic segment (Rudel and Kimble, 2002). We also found a completed BAC
sequence that spanned the region containing lin-12.1 (AC140918.1) that agreed
with the lin-12.1 sequence. The BAC agreed with the cb25.fpc0201 sequence
for most of its length, but differed in the region containing lin-12. A careful
investigation of the cb25.fpc0201 supercontig and reassembly of the reads from
the relevant regions revealed that there had been an assembly error and that the
reads contributing to the third copy of the gene at the end of the contig could be
readily assembled into the correctly assembled region. The corrected sequence
thus agrees with the BAC sequence and has only two copies of the lin-12 gene.
These have a head-to-head inverted orientation with∼11 kb separating the ATG
start codons. The left copy corresponds to lin-12.1 and has the same orientation
to the right flanking genes as lin-12 does in C. elegans, suggesting that this is the
true ortholog. The right copy is 95–100% identical to that but lacks the sequence
corresponding to the carboxyl terminal end of lin-12.1, removing the PEST
domain. Rudel and Kimble (2002) report recovering a second lin-12 cDNA,
presumably corresponding to this copy and suggesting the gene is still
expressed.
Results

Embryonic cell lineages of C. elegans and C. briggsae are
remarkably similar

To examine the embryonic cell lineage of C. briggsae we
constructed a strain stably expressing a GFP::histone H3.3
fusion (see Materials and methods). Using automatic lineage
tracing software package, StarryNite (Bao et al., 2006) and
AceTree (Boyle et al., 2006) in combination with DIC images
for the early divisions, we traced the lineages for three image
series to about the 350-cell stage (approximately the time point
that E gives rise to its 16th descendant) and for three additional
series to approximately the 200-cell stage. Similar lineage trees
were observed among all the image series. These series were
compared to twenty previously described embryonic lineage
series from C. elegans (Bao et al., 2006) by two methods. First,
we manually compared the C. briggsae lineage trees to three
embryonic lineage trees for C. elegans in an attempt to find
obvious systematic changes. Second, we computationally
compared the C. briggsae lineages against twenty C. elegans
lineages for significant differences in cell cycle length and
position.

The C. briggsae cell lineage is very similar to that of C.
elegans (Fig. 1, Fig. S1). Up to 350-cell stage, not only did the
same founder cells give rise to an identical number of progeny,
but also they divided with similar spindle orientation (for ex-
ample, ABar) and with similar timing (Fig. 1, Figs. S1 and S2).
Thus for every C. elegans cell there is a lineally equivalent C.
briggsae cell with a comparable cell cycle length (accordingly,
cells were named following the C. elegans convention (Sulston
et al., 1983). For example, in C. briggsae, as in C. elegans, the E
lineage divisions are slower compared to the MS lineage and the
D lineage divisions are slower compared to C. Also the
asymmetries of cell division timing seen between certain
daughters of some C. elegans within MS, C and D founder
lineages were also observed in C. briggsae (Fig. 1; Fig. S1). For
example, the cell cycle length of Caapa is 138.2±2.1 min
whereas its sister Caapp lives for only 48.6±2.4 min in C.
elegans; their cell cycle lengths in C. briggsae are 141.8±1.9
and 51.3±3.0 min respectively (Fig. 1 and data not shown).
Other asymmetries observed in both species include the longer
cell cycle length of Capa versus Capp, Cppp versus Cppa, Daa
versus Dap and Dpa versus Dpp (Fig. 1). A close examination of
the trees suggests that more subtle asymmetries are conserved as
well (Fig. 1, Fig. S1).

In order to compare the cell cycle length systematically, we
compared the average cell cycle length for each cell between the
six C. briggsae embryos and twenty C. elegans embryos. The
cell cycle lengths were highly correlated to each other (r=0.96)
(Fig. S3). The most significant outlier is P4. The average cell
cycle length (from birth to the subsequent division) of P4 is
23 min longer (41.1%; n=6) in C. briggsae than that in C.
elegans (pb0.01, Fig. 1). This difference in timing results in a
difference in the two species in the orientation and distance
between the two P4 daughters (Z2 and Z3) in the 350-celled
embryo (Fig. 3). The earlier division of P4 in C. elegans is also



Fig. 1. Conservation of asymmetries of cell division timing between C. elegans (left panel) and C. briggsae (right panel). As in C. elegans, P2 divides asymmetrically
and gives rise to the founder cells, C and P3. P3 divides to produce founder cell D and germline precursor P4. In both species, Caapa divisions are significantly delayed
(pb0.01) as indicated by arrows. Up to the fourth round of the C divisions and the third round of D divisions, the division timing is well conserved between the two
species. One exception is the P4 division which is significantly delayed in C. briggsae compared to that of C. elegans (pb0.01, indicated by large arrowhead). The
relative division timing for later rounds of cell division is more variable, presumably reflecting the accumulation of variation from preceding rounds of division. An
example of natural variations between division timing of a sibling is indicated by small arrowheads. Time scale denotes minutes from division of P2 to division of E8 to
give rise to E16 at 20 °C.
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associated with a shift of the Dp division orientation relative to
that in C. briggsae (data not shown).

The other notable outliers from the pairwise comparison
were the four E descendents, Eal, Ear, Epl and Ear, whose cell
cycle lengths are 16.7% longer in C. briggsae than in C.
elegans (data not shown). However, the standard deviation is
high for these cells for C. briggsae, suggesting that such
differences might represent more variation within one species
rather than actual differences between the two species.

Same cells die in both species

Although the similarity of the lineage patterns between the
two species is a strong indicator of a conserved developmental
pathway, the 3-D image series allow the assessment of other
indicators of cell fate. One such marker of cell fate is
programmed cell death, which affects 113 of 671 embryonic
cells (Sulston et al., 1983). The cell deaths affect only specific
progeny and produce a distinctive morphology, both in DIC
images, where the nuclei exhibit a raised button-like appearance
and in GFP images, where the signal becomes condensed and
intense.

We exploited this distinctive morphology to identify cell
deaths in C. briggsae and then trace their lineages where
possible. With the exception of MSpaapp, the cell deaths
occurred after the 350-cell stage. To evaluate these later cell
deaths, we manually traced sublineages through further
divisions for cells that were sufficiently well separated in our
image series to confidently assign daughters and establish fates
(see Materials and methods). Of the sublineages in the MS
lineage of C. elegans that produced 14 cell deaths, we were able
to follow the sublineages yielding 8 cell deaths in C. briggsae;
all eight clearly involved equivalent cells (Fig. 2, Supplemental
Table 1). Similarly in the AB and C lineages we could assign 18
additional cell deaths to specific lineages and 16 of these clearly
involved lineally equivalent cells in the two species. Ambi-
guities in assigning the axis of cell division precluded
unambiguous assignment of the two other deaths. Additional
deaths were observed but not readily traced to specific lineages.
However, of the cell deaths we could trace, our observations
show that patterns of cell death are likely to be highly similar
between the species.

Spatial positioning of founder cells and their descendants is
well conserved between the two species

Cell positions during development provide an additional
parameter to infer cell fate determinations. Using all six series,
we compared the positions of lineally equivalent cells
throughout their cell cycle lengths for all cells through the
200-cell stage. Along the x (anterior–posterior) axis, where
orientation of each embryo is most reproducibly established, the
average nuclear positions showed an extremely high correlation
coefficient (r=0.99, Fig. S4). Along the y (left right) and z
(dorsal ventral) axes the correlation coefficients were slightly
less (0.96 and 0.94 respectively); these slightly lower correla-
tion coefficients may reflect at least in part the greater difficulty
in reproducibly placing the embryos at the precise dorsal–
ventral or left–right orientations.

To extend this analysis and to illustrate the similarity of cell
positions, we visually compared the positions of the founder cell
progeny at the 350-cell stage in the two species (Fig. 3). The cell
groups and indeed the individual cells have migrated to
remarkably similar positions. We also looked in detail at
lineages that in C. elegans produce bilaterally symmetric cells.
The lineally equivalent cells in C. briggsae also show similar
bilateral symmetry. For example, ABplp and ABprp begin in
asymmetric positions, with the former lying at the anterior left
side and the later lying on posterior right side of the embryo
respectively (See Supplemental movie, Fig. S5). Each gives rise
to 64 progeny (mostly precursors of neuronal ganglia) that
assume symmetric and equivalent positions after substantial
migration in both species.

The major exceptions to the similarity of position of lineally
equivalent cells were Z2 and Z3, the daughters of P4. These are
significantly farther apart in C. elegans than C. briggsae



Fig. 2. Cell death is well conserved between the two species. Shown are eight cell death events (crosses) identified in the MS lineage, all of which involved exactly the
same set of cells in C. elegans (Sulston et al., 1983, data not shown). A bold bar denotes the death of its posterior daughter, MSpapapap, which was observed at a time
beyond the cutoff used here (about 450-cell stage). Time scale denotes minutes at 20 °C from MS division to the arbitrary cutoff time point used for cell death
identification.
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(pb0.01, n=6), presumably reflecting the later division of P4 in
C. briggsae. The delayed division also appears to affect the
orientation of the spindle in the division of Dp, which is more
dorsal–ventral in C. briggsae and anterior–posterior in C.
elegans.
Fig. 3. Comparison of cell positions and migration. Left panel: cell migration of found
C. briggsae (bottom). Progeny from each founder cell are color coded: ABa, red; ABp
founder cell occupy a similar niche within the embryo. Right panel: bilaterally symm
(top) and C. briggsae (bottom). MSpaapp is the first cell to die (before 350-cell stage)
two P4 progeny (yellow) are different between the two species. The progeny of hyp7
briggsae presumably caused by the interdigitation event occurring at the stage. The
Discussion

Our results show that embryonic development in C.
elegans and C. briggsae is remarkably similar as seen in
their lineage patterns, in the cells undergoing programmed
er cell progeny at 350-cell stage is well conserved between C. elegans (top) and
, blue; MS, cyan; E, green; C, magenta; D: pink; P4: yellow. Progeny of the same
etric distribution of progeny involves the same set of founder cells in C. elegans
in both species (marked gray). Note that the orientation and distance between the
precursors (Cpaa and Caaa) appear less symmetric in C. elegans than that of C.
positions of D progeny are well maintained between the two species.
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cell death and in position of cells through 350 cells. Although
this similarity could result from convergent evolution,
conservation of development since the most recent common
ancestor seems more likely. This conservation over approxi-
mately 60–100 Myr, despite the substantial changes in the
genome sequence (Stein et al., 2003), suggests that most
changes in the pattern of cell division and migration in early
development are deleterious and rapidly removed by purify-
ing selection. Nonetheless, the defects observed in inter-
specific hybrids (Baird and Yen, 2000) indicate that the
details of the underlying molecular networks have diverged.
The conservation of individual cell cycle length and the
relative timing of divisions may imply a substantial role for
intercellular communication or at least coordination in early
development.

The greatest difference we observed between the two lineages
was in the timing of the P4 division. Later differences in
germline development have been noted between the two species
(Nayak et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2006) and as referred to above the
hermaphroditic mode of reproduction was independently
evolved in the two species (Kiontke et al., 2004) and involves
different regulatory pathways. Whether the delay in P4 division
in C. briggsae is part of this larger picture of rapid divergence of
germline development will require further experiments.
Fig. 4. Comparison of Notch andWnt signaling pathway components between C. eleg
was built as described in Materials and methods for Notch ligands, receptors and
downstream effectors, β-catenin proteins. C. elegans genes are labeled in green and C
from 1000 bootstrapping (only N70% shown). Panel A: Notch pathway; panel B: W
The apparent plasticity of the Notch pathway genes seems
paradoxical in the face of this conservation. The changes in the
Notch genes contrast with those of theWNT pathway, where the
conservation of 1:1 orthologs is obvious (Fig. 4), but both
pathways play essential roles in early cell fate decisions (Priess
et al., 1987; Mello et al., 1994; Rocheleau et al., 1997; Lin et al.,
1998; Good et al., 2004). Perhaps some of the changes in Notch
ligands and targets involve later developmental steps, including
gonad and vulva development (Chen and Greenwald, 2004),
that are beyond the stages analyzed here. Gene duplications may
have obscured the orthology relationships without changing the
function of the genes involved in early development. Perhaps
some of the observed differences simply reflect the transient
effects of ongoing genomic duplications and rearrangements
that are continuously disrupting the genome. Certainly, the
second copy of the C. briggsae lin-12 gene (lin-12.2) seems
likely to be on the path to becoming a pseudogene: it lacks the
carboxyl-terminal domain and is more divergent from C.
elegans lin-12. Similarly, one of the three copies of the arg-1/
apx-1 ligands in C. briggsae, CBG10218, is probably a
pseudogene, with a nonsense mutation in an exon encoding a
critical DSL domain (Fig. 4 and data not shown). Thus the
observed differences in the Notch pathway genes may have little
or no impact on early development.
ans and C. briggsae. An individual maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree
targets respectively. Similar trees were built for Wnt ligands, receptors and
. briggsae in blue. Numbers on the branches denote the percentage of replicates
nt pathway. A putative pseudogene is marked with star.
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Presently our methods do not allow us to follow the lineage
through its last round of cell division or to where the cells take up
their eventual larval positions, so possibly some changes exist in
these later lineages or in the eventual fate of the cells. However,
should our present conclusions be extended, it would indicate
that theC. elegans development pathwaywas largely established
sometime after the split with P. marina (clade V) and before the
most recent common ancestor with C. briggsae. It remains an
open question as to when invariant lineage patterns were fixed in
worm species such as Caenorhabditis species. Lineages of
additional species, deeper into development, should establish
this time more firmly. The current set of nematode genome
sequences consists almost entirely of species not significantly
more divergent from C. elegans than C. briggsae. This work
suggests the utility of sequencing additional genomes for
nematodes with different levels of developmental variability.
This would provide a platform for defining genomic changes
associated with developmental changes.
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